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Directions

Print and cut out Game Boards and Draw cards.
Distribute a game board to each student.  
Take out a Draw card and read the word.
Students will find a synonym or antonym 
(depending on the game)  to the word and place 
a counter on it.  
Once a winning pattern is made by the student. 
The student calls out BINGO.



Winning Patterns
                  

  

                             



small happy big shy

quiet fast loud angry

nice neat easy hard

rich slow friend old

friend rich easy big

nice fast shy loud

old neat small angry

slow quiet happy hard



rich friend nice fast

quiet hard old angry

shy slow small loud

neat happy big easy

nice old happy fast

neat big shy quiet

angry rich easy hard

friend slow loud small



little petite tiny miniature cheerful

jolly merry pleased large huge

gigantic enormous massive bashful timid

sheepish demure hushed mute still

silent swift rapid hasty speedy

quick noisy rowdy blaring Booming

aged ancient elderly archaic mad

cross enraged furious likable kind

friendly pleasant tidy immaculate organized

uncluttered cinch simple effortless difficult



tough arduous grueling wealthy affluent

loaded prosperous crawling dawdling sluggish

snaillike buddy amigo pal Chum



nice old happy fast

neat big shy quiet

angry rich easy hard

friend slow loud small

small fast easy hard

nice big slow quiet

loud neat old happy

rich shy friend angry



slow easy loud fast

neat quiet shy old

nice rich small friend

angry happy hard big

loud neat rich big

angry friend nice hard

happy small easy shy

old slow quiet fast



mean rude unkind hateful young

youth green new Blue depressed

sad desolate sorrowful glum gloomy

slow crawling dawdling sluggish untidy

messy shabby filthy disorganized little

puny small tiny minuscule outgoing

bold gregarious daring loud noisy

booming deafening pleased calm pacific

tranquil poor destitute impoverished penniless

pauper hard arduous difficult laborious



tough simple easy effortless uncomplicated

rival enemy adversary opponent foe

speedy fast quick rapid Rushing

soft quiet silent hushed big

large colossal massive huge immense

titanic vast mammoth gigantic enormous


